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but by the end, the enterprise that had started as a 24-year-old fever dream so many years before was failing. it was losing subscribers and making bad business decisions, driven by cost-cutting from ziff-davis that had gotten out of control. helen listened to their idea with a smug, disgusted look. they
wanted her to shut down the editorial department and to mass produce it, viva would then have the cachet of being a huge commercial success. helen did it. out went the old staff, which never got another job in the mens magazine industry. the new staff were uppity, according to those who were still
around, and the new viva was far less distinctive than before. a few of the authors remembered what they wrote, including burton anderson and william f. buckley, jr. i think the family matters became a bestseller, but then when chicago magazine came out in 1973, it was virtually all about abortion.
the 1980's were a different decade for viva, but no more was needed to prove that. it remains the bestselling mens magazine in the united states, and both that and playgirl and the mens lifestyle supplements have all been lumped together by the media as mens' magazines. jamaica star williams
might have been the best striker in world football history so far, he is often said to have been responsible for more goals than any other player, yet few were as full of subtlety, daring and imagination as his shooting. there were few opportunities for the opposition goalkeeper in england in the years

between 1966 and 1972, as the tall, strong man roamed, posted up and out on the edge of the box. henry had an ability to score goals of a quality rarely seen in football.
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